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Abstract:  

It is quite frustrating as a researcher in assessment to witness the policy decisions 

regarding evaluations and assessments in the Danish educational system. The 

national tests in Denmark will be used as an illustration. We have here seen 

politicians issue an order or pass a law regarding an assessment issue that 

disregards the research based recommendations. This leads to two interrelated 

questions:  

1. How are these political decisions taken? I.e. what is the politicians’ knowledge 

base, who inform them with which information, how is the final decision negotiated? 

2. How can we as researchers (in assessment and evaluation) influence the 

educational political decisions in a more research based direction? And equally 

important: What research agenda within assessment is most important to pursue? 

Theoretical framework 

The EU-research project ASSIST-ME sat up a design for implementing change in 

educational systems (Dolin et al, 2018a). The model consisted of an interplay 

between practitioners, researchers and policymakers. This model will be refined by 

new research on political decision making in Denmark. This shows how symbolic 

politics replace solutions to the complex societal challenges (Nielsen, 2021) and how 

members of the Danish Parliament spent more and more time on social media and 

less and less time on reading Bills (Nathan, 2022).  

Characteristics of summative and formative use of assessment will form a 

background for the research (Dolin et al, 2018b). 

Methodology/research design 

Individual politician’s decision-making regarding change in the national tests will be 

traced via interviews with educational spokespersons for three political parties.  

The results from the interviews will be analyzed in relation to the mentioned political 

theories and the model for educational change, and it will be linked to relevant 

assessment literature plus a not yet published Delphi survey of research needs 

expressed by the Danish science education research environment. 
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Expected results/findings 

Insight into Danish parliamentarians’ knowledge about assessment and insight into 

the political processes behind assessment related educational decisions. Combined 

with research about the consequences of formative and summative use of 

assessment, it can contribute to a strategy for changing the assessment system in a 

more learning orientated direction. 

Relevance to Nordic educational research 

The Nordic countries have fairly common political and educational systems. They 

also share common values for education and research, at least within science 

education (Dolin, 2021), for which reason the results can have a general Nordic 

interest. 
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